The demonstration device for remote light control via the Internet by using MQTT protocol and Dual-Chip ESP32
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ABSTRACT

In this article, the primary purpose is to design and implement a remote light control example that makes use of the Arduino IDE platform for programming, the MQTT protocol, and an ESP32 microcontroller, which has a dual-core CPU as well as Wi-Fi and Bluetooth capabilities. This aspect is related to the Internet of Things (IoT), which allows any fundamental device to be linked and become a smart device via the application of the Internet. As a result, these devices can be operated from a significantly long-distance, eliminating the need to physically interact with the switches to turn them on or off. The first part of the paper is a discussion of the fundamental theory that is provided to examine the potential of remote control methods, followed by a short overview of the Arduino integrated development environment (IDE), MQTT communication protocol, and PWM technique to regulate the brightness of lights. The second section is devoted to hands-on work, such as setting up an environment connection over the Internet, compiling and designing a printed circuit board (PCB).
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1. Introduction

One of the primary arguments against wasting energy is the ability to access and operate equipment from several distant places. A good example of this is when individuals leave home and realize they forgot to turn off certain gadgets such as lights, televisions, or air
conditioners, they must come home and turn them off. This results in energy loss and wastes their time. Meanwhile, using a variety of communication methods such as Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, Radio-Frequency, or a sensor to connect to these devices and control them, or another way, with the continued growth of the Internet, a human being can remote control these devices using a web server or an android application. These technologies have significant drawbacks, in a typical residence, the Wi-Fi range is between dozen and hundred meters (Bhooanusas & Sou, 2021). They can transmit up to 30 meters (Błaszkiewicz et al., 2021) and are often used in long-range applications. In general, Bluetooth devices coupled to a chip or nodemcu have a range of around 10 meters ("Understanding Bluetooth Range | Bluetooth® Technology Website", 2022). Despite its low-power design, Bluetooth-enabled devices still use a great deal of energy. Bluetooth communication lines are often used to send data up to 100 meters (Finlay, 2016). Long-range techniques may suffer from signal loss or interference. Wi-Fi has the largest range of any of the Bluetooth, Wi-Fi and Radio-frequency technologies. A remote control of equipment from anywhere in the globe is crucial. Remotely administering devices through the Internet network addresses this problem.

Analyze possibilities using these approaches, which are wireless controllers and have the benefit of not needing physical switches to turn them on or off. ESP32 is Espressif Systems' upgraded version of ESP8266 featuring dual-chip Wi-Fi and Bluetooth wireless capabilities. It has antenna switches, RF balun, power amp, low-noise receive amp, filters, and power management modules. Fine resolution clock gating, multiple power modes, and dynamic power scaling make ESP32 appropriate for mobile devices, wearables, and IoT. ESP32 supports several programming languages. It can be programmed using Arduino IDE, Espressif IDF, Micropython, and JavaScript ("The Internet of Things with ESP32", 2022). This research will concentrate on programming the ESP32 using the Arduino IDE, which features a built-in editor, compiler, programmer, boot loader, library packages, and easy integration ("About Arduino", 2022).

Evidently, the HTTP protocol has been around for a long time and has been used for data transport in heterogeneous systems throughout the history of the Internet (Patel & Doshi, 2020). A detailed comparison of the protocols MQTT, CoAP, HTTP, XMPP, and others is covered in (Patel & Doshi, 2020), (Prada et al., 2016), (Naik, 2017). Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a lightweight or simple messaging protocol that is used for Internet of Things (IoT) devices with little bandwidth. The MQTT protocol plays a critical part in the IoT because of its high stability and ability to be utilized in unreliable networks. Due to the limited bandwidth, this problem results in a high latency environment, which is why this protocol is used in a broad variety of Machine to Machine (M2M) communication, and it is also the advantage of MQTT compared with HTTP protocol (Baig et al., 2021).
This control system takes some of the concerns discussed above into consideration when devices are controlled from a distance beyond the operational range of (Bhooanusas & Sou, 2021), (Blaszkiewicz et al., 2021), ("Understanding Bluetooth Range | Bluetooth® Technology Website", 2022), (Finlay, 2016) control methods, such as through Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, or radio-frequency. This study is inspired by the aforementioned investigations and focuses on remote lighting control from anywhere with an Internet connection. This remote control system uses ESP32 dual chips and MQTT protocol instead of HTTP, which is renowned in Internet data transfer history. It has grown simpler and less sophisticated than the HTTP protocol, making it easier to construct a control system without developing a new application. When adjusting the illumination time of LEDs or OLEDs by altering the voltage signal sequence, pulse width modulation (PWM) is used to regulate brightness (Akagi & Kondo, 2010), (Holtz, 1992), (Holmes & Lipo, 2003). In this scenario, the PWM approach is utilized to alter the light bulb's brightness by sending signals from the clients to the MQTT broker.

2. Materials and Methods

2.1. MQTT Protocol

MQTT is used in a variety of fields to meet demand and benefit human life, including smart health-care systems: smart healthcare systems use sensors like EEG and ECG to sense and deliver data to subscribers via MQTT (Ding Yi et al., 2016), (Yang et al., 2016). Smart homes: temperature, light, motion, gas, and camera sensors are used in smart home systems; micro-programmers capture data and send it to the homeowner using MQTT protocol (Froiz et al., 2018), (Jamborsalamati et al., 2019). Smart industries: machine-to-machine communication is vital in smart industry. Material optimization, decision making delay reduction, and identification of required objects are some of today's industry's critical needs. Due to its tiny header size and straightforward communication mechanism, MQTT can be vital in the smart industrial sector (Katsikeas et al., 2017), (Patel & Doshi, 2019). Smart parking: RFID is an important part of a smart parking system. RFID does not require a scanner in front of it. RFID tags and readers are vital. RFID reader reads tag and publishes it to cloud via MQTT. The smart parking system user can simply recognize if the location is empty (Katsikeas et al., 2017), (Patel & Doshi, 2019). Smart weather stations: sensors used in smart weather systems include wind speed, solar radiation, air pressure, temperature, and humidity. The MQTT protocol can also be utilized in smart weather systems (Dhar & Gupta, 2016), (Pooja et al., 2017).

Figure 1 depicts the information on the development of the MQTT protocol, which is comprised of three basic elements: the MQTT server, also known as the Broker, the Publish and Subscribe functions. The Public and Subscribe channels are two types of channels via which a device may transmit (publish) a message on a certain subject or receive a message from a subscribed channel on a specific topic.
A system that employs the MQTT protocol contains a number of node stations (also known as MQTT clients or clients) that are linked to the MQTT server (Broker). This implies that the MQTT Clients do not communicate directly with one another; instead, all data packets are routed via the MQTT Broker. Subscribe is the term used to describe the process by which a client registers several topic channels, such as topic/control/light1 or topic/control/light2. When a user registers a channel, the client will receive data from any node station that sends data to that channel. This procedure is known as Publish.

2.2. MQTT – Broker

MQTT-Broker provides various functions, including receiving, filtering, assessing whether or not customers are interested in it, and publishing messages to client devices that have subscribed to it. As a result, it might be considered the most crucial feature of the MQTT protocol (CISCO, IOTWF, 2014). There are several additional free MQTT cloud brokers accessible on the Internet, but two of the most well-known are cloudmqtt.com and thingstud.io, both of which have a large number of customers throughout the globe. Figure 2 depicts extensive information about instances that are used to establish a broker from a free instance version with a restricted connection to a purchased instance version for industrial applications.

Figure 1. The instances of cloudmqtt.com
In this project, a free Cute Cat instance on cloudmqtt.com is used to create MQTT-Broker. The Send message in websocket describes the detail that the user can use the client devices to choose which topic and send out a message straightforwardly from the WebSocket on the broker of cloudmqtt.com to control the LED's switching states, and the Send message properly includes the topic's name generated to publish and the source code from Arduino IDE platform.

2.3. PWM method for light brightness control

PWM is the most generally used approach for altering the duty cycle, which illustrates the amount of time during which a signal is in the state of being on (high) or being off (low), the percentage of the total time necessary to complete one period of operation (Akagi & Kondo, 2010), (Holtz, 1992), (Holmes & Lipo, 2003). The functioning of items, such as motor drives, may be regulated by applying the characteristics of the PWM approach. In this demonstration, it is used to regulate the brightness of the lights.

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Operating model of the switching light states

Figure 2. The block diagram of remote lights control by using MQTT protocol and the ESP32 dual-chip

Figure 3. LEDs demonstration version

The essential function of the remote light control is shown in the block diagram displayed in Figure 3. Several lights are on in different states; lights 1, 2, and 3 are turned on and shining, while light 4 is regulated by the pulse width modulation technology. In the example version, this system consists of the following four topics to build four LEDs (or light bulbs in the actual version). One of them is Topic dimmer, which allows users to manage the brightness as well as use it as a dimmer. Topiclight1, Topiclight2, and Topiclight3 are the remaining topics, and they are used to control the light states. Devices such as a PC, laptop, tablet, or mobile phone that are subscribed to the same topic on MQTT-Broker send "1" and "0" messages to that topic and subsequently transfer the
statement "on" or "off" signal to the ESP32, which controls the light states. Take a look at the guided presentation given in Figure 4 to see how well this argument is made. By sending a message 1 for each subject of light, all LEDs are switched on. It can be observed that there is one LED from the uppermost, whose brightness is controlled by the PWM approach, and that the other LEDs are changeable by turning them on or off.

3.2. ESP32 network connection with the local Wi-Fi network

To communicate with the Internet, the ESP32 must be linked to a local Wi-Fi network and configured as a station mode, while also receiving the network SSID and Wi-Fi network name. The Wi-Fi Library must be included in order for the ESP32 to connect to the network and declare the SSID and password of this local Wi-Fi network. When the ESP32 is successfully connected to the Wi-Fi network, its access information is shown in the Arduino monitoring window. The ESP32 then acts as a client to receive broker statements on a previously published topic.

3.3. Data Publishing/Subscribing to MQTT topic

The system publishes a message to MQTT topics, it is needed to create an MQTT-Broker, which is established and hosted on CloudMQTT. Next, it is necessary to add PubSubClient from the Arduino library to use publishing on the ESP32. This library is used for Subscribing messages also. When the code is uploaded, the ESP32 subscribes to the same topic as the one published on the broker. Besides, the broker announces that ESP32 is connected and shows the topics to which ESP32 is subscribing, which is given in Figure 5. The instance project on the category of the cloudmqtt webpage chooses the WEBSOCKET UI will appear information about connecting to a broker (server cloudmqtt) marked on the red box and then upload the sketch from the computer. The information about publishing and subscribing to the project in the code compiled on the Arduino IDE will be informed in the Received messages box of the broker.

![Figure 4. Publishing and Subscribing to the topic of MQTT cloud](image-url)
Figure 5. Sending and Receiving a message by MQTT-Broker

Figure 6. Switching information send back to Serial Monitor of Arduino IDE

Figure 6 illustrates the information about all lights that need control in the Received messages, which include four subjects, as indicated before, including Topiclight1, Topiclight2, Topiclight3, and Topicdimmer. Users might control the Topiclight1 by selecting it in the Send message box and then sending messages with the numbers 1 (high) to switch it on and 0 (low) to switch it off. Meanwhile, in the Arduino IDE's monitoring window, the connectivity information for light 1 will be shown as shown in Figure 7. Likewise, it is utilized for different topics. The user might regulate the brightness of the Led by choosing the Topicdimmer and providing values ranging from 1 to 100 directly from the clients. The PWM technique for controlling the brightness of an LED in the control unit offers information on the amount of the Led's brilliance, which is adjusted between 45 percent and 75 percent by varying the duty cycle width with an 8-bit resolution, as illustrated in Figure 8. As seen in Figure 9, the brightness of the led number 4 varies from low to high.
Figure 7. PWM method to control the brightness of Led

![PWM method to control the brightness of Led](image)

Figure 8. The brightness of Led is controlled by 10% (a) and 75% (b)

3.4. Actual Light Control Demonstration

It is evident that the experimental and actual versions vary in specific ways. The objective of the experimental version is to regulate the on and off states of the LED or its brightness. Some components are required to make a light control device a reality, including a power source for the whole circuit board, a relay component, a diver, and an ESP32. The primary components are relays, the integrated circuit LM317T TO220 (voltage regulator), the driver L298N, and the ESP32-DEVKIT V1, which has the kit with the chip that controls the whole board. The ESP32 DEVKIT V1 part requires a power supply of 7 to 12 volts. The ESP32 DEVKIT DOIT can operate on a power supply of around 6 to 20 volts, but the device can overheat and damage if it goes beyond the threshold of 12 volts ("Zerynth Documentation", 2022). Both sides of ESP32 have added two lines of extended pinouts according to the connection pins of ESP32 DEVKIT V1 and two lines of extended pins for power supply and ground used for the measurement in the other potential development projects.
The ESP32 DEVKIT V1 component needs a power source with a voltage range of 7 to 12 volts. It can work on a power source ranging from 6 to 20 volts, but if the voltage is exceeded by more than 12 volts, the device will overheat and become damaged ("Zerynth Documentation", 2022). The ESP32 has introduced two lines of expanded pinouts in accordance with the connection pins of the ESP32 DEVKIT V1, as well as two lines of extended pins for power supply and ground, which will be utilized for measurement in other prospective development projects on both sides of the board. The relay operates at 3 to 48 volts. Electromechanical relays control devices coupled with LEDs to indicate which relay is on or off when the lights switch. When the MQTT-Broker sends a statement to modify a light's status, the ESP32 must receive the signal and switch on or off the relays. The lights turn on or reverse. It can control lights, electric fans, motors, and other electrical equipment.

Figure 9. The schematic of remote control with ESP32
4. Conclusion

The control devices may be linked from anywhere with an Internet connection over the Internet. IoT's effect in various industries and multi-function as an ultimate technique through the Internet to link control devices and lead them to become intelligent things were considered throughout the investigation. Sending data from a mobile phone browser or PC activates the ESP32 as a client to operate three bulbs remotely. Another bulb is controlled by PWM through MQTT-Broker without a smartphone app. This saves time and storage on control devices like mobile phones, laptops, and tablets since they connect to the Internet as clients.

MQTT Protocol's lightweight machine-to-machine message transfer is favored over HTTP in IoT. The user may use MQTT-Broker to research or learn on many websites. The ESP32 is a dual-core Wi-Fi and Bluetooth processor that helps manage electronic devices and create Internet connection, allowing data to be delivered to the cloud, a server for long distances, and support for certain devices that must be operated from hundreds of meters away.

This demonstration is not limited to smart remote lighting; it might incorporate a smart home system capable of controlling motors, air conditioners, and electric fans and altering heater level and motor speed through PWM. The weather station may also display the house's temperature. In business and agriculture, it's employed in automated irrigation systems. In this article, the example does not use all the sophisticated capabilities of the dual-chip ESP32 when the device loses Internet connection.
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